541/484-1090

Lane Area Ferret Shelter & Rescue
323 Exeter Avenue, Eugene, OR 97404
www.laneferrets.org
laneferrets@yahoo.com

Ferret Surrender Agreement
I, the undersigned, have made the decision to surrender the following named ferret(s) and have chosen to enlist
the adoption services of Lane Area Ferret Shelter & Rescue (LAFSR), who will find new homes as appropriate.
Ferret Name

Color/Markings

Gender

Age

(Additional ferrets listed on back ___ yes ___no)
Reason for surrender: __________________________________________________________________
I understand that the above named ferret(s) is/are being surrendered for their continued welfare and that LAFSR
accepts the ferret(s) in an “as is” condition. It is further understood, therefore, that LAFSR assumes full
ownership, thereby full responsibility, for any current or future illness while in LAFSR custody.
I request a reconsideration period of 24 hours so that I may rethink my decision to surrender. The ferret(s) will
NOT be placed prior to this time, but can only be reclaimed by the person signing below. A boarding fee of
$10 per ferret per day will be charged if the ferret(s) is reclaimed starting with the day the ferret is left and
including the day they are reclaimed (minimum $20). Initial if requesting ________________.
Should a surrendered ferret prove to be too old, sick, frail, or behaviorally incompatible to be adopted, it will
become a permanent resident of Lane Area Ferret Shelter & Rescue or their assignee or will be placed in an
appropriate foster home.
No ferret will be euthanized except as a means to preclude pain and suffering resulting from an intractable
medical condition. No ferret will be placed in any city, county or state that restricts or bans ownership of
ferrets, nor will any ferret be knowingly placed for the purpose of ritual, rite, contest, display or medical
experimentation.
LAFSR guarantees to the surrendering party that the ferret(s) will receive the utmost in care and consideration
in the placement with a new owner, however, because of privacy concerns, the surrendering party will not have
future contact with the new owner. LAFSR operates as a service to ferrets. We are a tax-exempt
organization, and donations are greatly appreciated to help us care for your ferrets during the interim.
Our tax identification number is 93-1264802. A $20.00 donation per ferret is suggested, but not required.
I have owned this ferret for the last 10 days. _____________Initial here.
I have read, understand and agree to all of the above:
Signed: ________________________________________________ Date: _______________________
Printed Name: _______________________________________________
Address (including City, State, Zip): ___________________________________________________________
 Shelter may call me with questions after ferret has been relinquished.
Phone: _______________________________________________
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